TAPCO’s innovation of enhancing traffic signs with LEDs makes work zones safer, reduces accidents and saves workers lives!

Daylight visible BlinkerSigns® feature an array of incredibly bright LEDs (amber or orange) that flash in unison, once per second, commanding the attention of drivers day and night.

- Solar powered
- Easy deployment
- Foldable options
- MUTCD compliant
- Remote activation option
- Manual on/off
- Breakaway trailer option
- Smaller model for roll up sign stand

Shown with standard sign face & amber LEDs on optional trailer mount
Features
• Can be integrated into an ITS (Intelligent Transportation System)
• High intensity Day-Viz™ LEDs command attention day and night
• Can be programmed to operate continuously (24/7), manual switch, motion vehicle detection, or remote activation
• Heightened driver awareness
• Increased visibility at high incident intersections

Applications
• Portable (for temporary work zones)
• Night and day construction sites
• High incident intersections
• Rural roads
• Advance warnings

Rapid Deploying, Foldable BlinkerSign® with Changeable Sign Face
Solar LED-enhanced signs with collapsible sign frame & heavy duty stand for fast deployment & compact storage when not in use

1. Unfold sign
2. Attach solar panel
3. Place on sign stand

Optional BlinkLink® Web-based Traffic Device Monitor & Control
Monitor BlinkerSign® and other ITS device status from any web-enabled computer with this optional software. Comprehensive management of all device settings, schedules and messages. Near-time information allows you to respond immediately to changing situations.

User-Identified E-mail & Text Alerts
- Select recipients for automated e-mail or text alerts based on battery levels dropping below pre-set thresholds

Automated Data Analysis & Reporting
- Automatic data sort provides comprehensive reports
- Easily identify positive and negative trends for actions
- Prioritize your resources with instant information
- Quickly review histories of equipment and events

Traffic Data Retrieval & Management
- Automatically upload data for recall and subsequent reporting
- Systematic data organization for convenient review

Mapping
- View your equipment on an interactive map
- Review device status, reports and modify settings

Visit Traffic and Parking on YouTube for videos on these products and more.